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Up-Chuck 'Cuck' Schumer
orders media to cover up
‘Spygate’ and to stop talking
about his fat relatives

Chuck Schumer bites his lip
Samuel Corum | Getty Images

On Monday, while most Americans were remembering the
sacrifice of fallen service members, Senate Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y., gave instruction to the mainstream
media via tweet. The chief Democrat of the U.S. Senate wants
President Donald Trump to be taken to task for using the term
“Spygate” and insists that there is “absolutely no evidence of a
spy” being placed in the 2016 Trump campaign.

Two things:

Chuck Schumer
@SenSchumer

Memo to the press: When you quote the president 
saying “spygate,” it is only fair to immediately follow 
that by noting there is absolutely no evidence of a 
spy being inserted in his campaign. It seems to me, 
failure to do so is a disservice to your readers, 
viewers & the country.
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First, to quote the great Mark Levin, “the evidence is
overwhelming” that there was an informant involved in
disseminating intelligence about the Trump campaign to the CIA
and the FBI. Both the New York Times and the Washington
Post reported it. The Daily Caller connected the dots and
identified Stefan Halper, a Cambridge professor with ties to the
CIA and the British intelligence agency MI-6, as the “informant.”
The argument over whether an “informant” is the same thing as
a “spy” is semantics. Halper was tasked by the FBI to meet Trump
campaign officials and report any evidence of Russian collusion
(there is still no evidence so far). An individual who gathers
intelligence and reports it sounds an awful lot like a spy.

Second, who does Chuck Schumer think he is to give orders to
the mainstream media? A United States government official has
no business giving editorial direction to reporters — and, of
course, it’s dishonest direction at that. The fact is — reporters
are still supposed to use facts — that Trump’s campaign was
surveilled and there was at least one individual, Halper, who
approached members of the campaign under false pretenses to
gather information to report to the government.

Actually, one more thing.

As National Review’s Andy McCarthy points out in his column
from the weekend, the spy name game is a distraction from the
real question: On what grounds did the Obama administration
begin a counterintelligence investigation using “police state
tactics” against the Trump campaign?

“In the end, it is not about who the spies are. It is about why they
were spying,” McCarthy writes.
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Chuck Schumer doesn’t want that question answered, and so
here he is distracting from the issue at hand.



Amy Schumer hates being lumped in with fat women
Amy Schumer, who proudly posed in last year's Pirelli calendar wearing practically
nothing, displaying the rolls of fat on her stomach, has long positioned herself as an
activist, feminist media personality. Amy, you see, is all about challenging those sexist
stereotypes about women and Hollywood ...
Se judgybitch.com/2016/04/07/amy-schumer-hates-being-lumped...
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Amy Schumer's epic response to fat shaming - CNN Vi…
In this week's Lisa's Desk episode, Lisa talks about a recent incident involving
"Trainwreck" actress Amy Schumer, who is a size 6.
Se https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2015/02/26/amy-schum...
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Is Amy Schumer's 'I Feel Pretty' a Form of Fat-Shamin…
Amy Schumer comedy "I Feel Pretty" offended people with just a trailer. But what about
those who've seen the whole movie?
Se toofab.com/2018/04/19/amy-schumer-i-feel-pretty-fat-...
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Amy Schumer's 'Barbie' casting prompts fat-shaming b…
Life in plastic may not be fantastic for Amy Schumer. The 35-year-old comedian
was fat-shamed all over Twitter instantly after it was announced she would play the
popular blond doll Barbie in a live-action flick by Sony due out in 2018.
"@amyschumer Barbie?? Better lose a lot of weight for that role ...
Se nydailynews.com/entertainment/gossip/amy-schumer-barbie-c...
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Designer under fire for 'fat shaming' Amy Schumer | Dai…
'They couldn't have found someone else? Think of all the most beautiful women':
Swimsuit designer under fire for 'fat shaming' Amy Schumer after she was revealed as
InStyle magazine's stunning cover model
Se dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4385200/Designer-fire-fat-sh...
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Amy Schumer: I'm 'Hollywood Fat' But 'I Feel Sexy' | P…
Amy Schumer opens up about her body image struggle in Amy Schumer: The Leather
Special, which launches Tuesday on Netflix
Se https://people.com/bodies/amy-schumer-body-image-netflix-lea...
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Amy Schumer Poses Nearly Nude for Pirelli Calendar P…
News Amy Schumer Poses Nearly Nude for Pirelli Calendar Photo She Calls 'Thin, Fat,
Pretty, Ugly'
Se https://www.etonline.com/news/177055_amy_schumer_nude_for_pirelli_...
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'I Feel Pretty' review: Amy Schumer's fable about fat-sh…
Amy Schumer's searching for the "Trainwreck" follow-up she deserves, but this
curiously flat fable about fat-shaming, wish-fulfillment and female empowerment isn't it.
Se chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/sc-mov-i-feel-pretty...
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Amy Schumer Responds to the Fat-Shamers With Swi…
Amy Schumer is putting some skin in the game in her battle with the fat-shamers of the
world. Days after drawing criticism when news broke that the comedian is in talks to star
in a live-action "Barbie" movie, Schumer addressed the detractors via Instagram,
posting a photo of herself in a ...
Se https://www.thewrap.com/amy-schumer-swims… More results
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'I Feel Pretty'

https://www.rollingstone.com/movies/reviews/peter-travers-i-feel-pretty-movie-review-w519215

